
Be the first team to score 40 points

See reverse page for 
gameplay instructions

PickUp puts you in the roles of player, 
coach, and general manager, 
interweaving chance and strategy. 
Position your players on the court and 
make trades to build a lineup that will 
score the most points.

(6) Rookie Cards
(4) Veteran Cards
(40) Player Cards
(6) Front Office Deal Cards
(2) Dice
(1) Center Court Token
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1. Set your Lineup
Each team starts with a Lineup of 5 
cards - (3) Rookies and (2) Veterans. 
Shuffle your cards and place them in a 
pile face down. 

2. Set the Trade Deck
Shuffle the deck of the remaining 40 
unique player cards, and set the pile 
face down. 

3. Set the Trade Block
Draw the first five cards from the Trade 
Deck face up to be used as a shared 
Trade Block.

4. Set the Deal Cards
Place the pile of 6 Front Office Deal 
cards, face up, next to your Trade Deck.

5. Set the Court
Place a Center Court Token       on the 
table to indicate the center position of 
your court.

5. Decide who goes first 
Each team rolls the dice with the higher 
roller going first. If there is a tie, roll 
again.

6. Bump fists  
Bump fists with your opponent and wish 
each other good luck!
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Center Court Token
Use a Center Court Token to 
indicate the middle position of 
the Court. 

A full printed game board can be 
used in place of a Token 
(available at gameflo.io/pickup).
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Front Office Deal Cards
When you draw a Front Office 
Deal Card, it can be used to 
either (1) Provide extra trade 
value or (2) Send a card in your 
hand or bench to the retirement 
pool. After using a Front Office 
Deal Card, send it back to the 
pile of Front Office Deal Cards.

Retirement Pool
Player Cards in the retirement 
pool are out of the game. They 
cannot be used in play again this 
game.

Timeout
At the beginning of their turn, 
each team can reset the Trade 
Block once per game.

Court Positions
There are three spots on the 
court to place a player. Place a 
player across from a player on 
the other team to guard them. 
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Trade Deck
A deck of all of the players that 
you can pick up and add to your 
team
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Trade Block
The players currently available 
for trade. There are always (5) 
players  on the block at a time.
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Lineup
This is your personal deck. At 
the start of your turn you will 
draw 3 cards from your Lineup. 
Whenever your Lineup is empty, 
shuffle your Bench. Your Bench 
becomes your new Lineup.
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Hand
Your Hand consists of the first 3 
cards drawn from your Lineup.
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Bench
A card is sent to your Bench 
after any of the following:

The card is used to add 
another card from the Trade 
Block to your team
The card is picked up from 
the Trade Block 
A card misses a shot (You 
need to hit your shots to 
stay on the court)
An opposing player hits a 
shot while guarding them
At the end of your turn, send 
off of the cards left in your 
hand to the Bench

For a detailed How To 
Play video and 
printable game boards, 
visit gameflo.io

2+ PLAYERS AGE 30 MIN

10+
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3. DRAW
After shooting, move any cards left in your 
Hand to your Bench. Feel free to draw the 
next 3 cards from your Lineup to plan for your 
next turn. When your Lineup runs out of 
cards, shuffle your Bench and place those 
cards face down to become your Lineup. 
Never shuffle the cards in your Lineup.

(Example: You have 2 cards left in your 
Lineup. Draw those two cards, shuffle your 
Bench, place those cards face down to 
become your new Lineup, draw your 3rd card 
from your new Lineup.)

Teams alternate taking turns. For each turn, 
you will be able to: (1) Plan, (2) Shoot, and 
(3) Draw.

1. PLAN
To start your turn, draw 3 cards from the top 
of your Lineup      . This is your Hand     . You 
can do the following actions in any order:

Get players on the Court
Place players from your Hand onto any 
open Court Position       on your side of 
the court.

Pick up a new player
Calculate the Trade Value       of your 
players on the Court and your Hand. Pick 
up a player from the Trade Block       by 
benching players on the Court or your 
Hand with Trade Values that add up to at 
least the Trade Value of the player you 
want to pick up.  Note that it’s okay if you 
have left over Trade Value - you can use it 
towards trading for another player or a 
Front Office Deal card.

Bench Players
Send a player from the Court to your 
Bench. 

Note that you can add a player to the Court 
from your Hand as long as there is an open 
Court Position.       So, if you place a player 
on the Court and then send them to the 
Bench, you can place another player in your 
Hand on the court.

2. SHOOT
Get points on the board by shooting. Each 
turn allows one player on the Court to 
shoot. You can also choose to not shoot. 

To shoot, push one player forward and roll 
the dice. If the dice roll equals any of the 
shooter’s shot zones (accounting for any 
special abilities       as well), then it counts 
as a made shot. 

If the shot is made, calculate your points.

If there is no defender, the shot counts 
for the scoring player’s entire Offensive 
Value.

If there is a defender (an opposing player 
across from the scorer), then subtract 
the defender’s Defensive Value       from 
the scorer’s Offensive Value. If the 
difference is less than or equal to 1, the 
shot counts for 1 point. A made shot will 
always count for at least 1 point.

The defender goes to the Bench.

If the shot is missed, send the shooter to the 
Bench.

The first team to 40 points wins!

let’s play! card information

special abilities

Shot Zones
The values that decide if a 
player hits a shot when rolling 
the dice.

SHARPSHOOTER: 
Add +2 to the Offensive Value 
of a player when they roll a 7 
while shooting.

HUSTLE POINTS: 
After a teammate misses a 
shot, this player can shoot. 
Standard shooting rules apply.

PICK AND ROLL (PnR) 
SPECIALIST: 
This player can switch 
positions with a teammate on 
the court. (Once per turn)

LOCKDOWN DEFENDER: 
Whoever a Lockdown Defender 
is guarding cannot score if 
they roll a 7.

DEFENSIVE ANCHOR: 
While a player with Defensive 
Anchor is on the court, add +1 
to the Defensive Value of their 
teammates on the court.

Defensive Rating
The defensive value of a 
player. If a player is 
guarding/across from an 
opposing  player that makes a 
shot, subtract the defender’s 
defensive value from the 
scoring shooter’s offense to 
determine how many points 
are scored.

Offensive Rating
The offensive value for a 
player. When the player hits a 
shot, the shot counts for this 
many points if there is no 
defender.
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Special Abilities
Players may have up to 3 
unique capabilities that affect 
different aspects of the game.
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ANKLE BREAKER: 
If a player with Ankle Breaker 
scores rolling a 7, ignore the 
defender’s Defensive Value.

SPARK PLUG: 
When a player with Spark Plug 
is placed on the court, draw an 
additional card from your 
Lineup.

DIMER: 
While a player with Dimer is on 
the court, add 2 and 12 to the 
Shot Zones of their teammates 
on the court.

HIGH IQ: 
When a High IQ player is on the 
court, you can look at the top 
card of your Lineup. Then place 
the card back on the top of the 
Lineup or at the bottom. (Once 
per turn)
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Trade Value
The value that a player gives 
you to add players from the 
Trade Block.
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Player name

MICROWAVE: 
If a Player with Microwave 
hits a shot rolling a 7, they 
can shoot again. Repeat this 
if they roll another 7. They do 
not get benched for missing 
the additional shot(s).

FLOOR GENERAL: 
While a player with Floor 
General is on the court, add 
+1 to the Offensive Values of 
their teammates on the court.

MIND GAMES: 
Whenever a player with Mind 
Games is sent to the bench 
from missing a shot, the 
opposing team has to choose 
a card to send to the Bench.
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